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Abstract
The pt-differential production cross sections of the prompt (B feed-down subtracted) charmedmesons
D0, D+, and D∗+ in the rapidity range |y|< 0.5, and for transverse momentum 1 < pt < 12 GeV/c,
were measured in proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV with the ALICE detector at the Large
Hadron Collider. The analysis exploited the hadronic decays D0→K−pi+, D+→K−pi+pi+, D∗+→
D0pi+, and their charge conjugates, and was performed on a Lint = 1.1 nb
−1 event sample collected
in 2011 with a minimum-bias trigger. The total charm production cross section at
√
s = 2.76 TeV and
at 7 TeV was evaluated by extrapolating to the full phase space the pt-differential production cross
sections at
√
s = 2.76 TeV and our previous measurements at
√
s = 7 TeV. The results were com-
pared to existing measurements and to perturbative-QCD calculations. The fraction of cd¯ D mesons
produced in a vector state was also determined.
∗See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members
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1 Introduction
The measurement of charm and beauty production cross sections in proton–proton (pp) collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) constitutes an important test of perturbative Quantum Chromo–Dynamic
(pQCD) calculations at the highest available collider energies. These calculations use the factorization
approach to describe heavy-flavour hadron production as a convolution of three terms: the parton dis-
tribution function, the hard parton scattering cross section and the fragmentation function. The parton
distribution function describes the initial distribution of quarks and gluons from the colliding protons.
The hard parton scattering cross section is calculated as a perturbative series in the coupling constant of
strong interaction. The fragmentation function parametrizes the relative production yield and momentum
distribution for a heavy quark that hadronizes to particular hadron species. The production cross section
of beauty hadrons at Tevatron (
√
s = 1.96 TeV) [1–3] and at the LHC (
√
s = 7 TeV) [4, 5] is well de-
scribed by perturbative calculations at next-to-leading order (e.g. GM-VFNS [6]) or at fixed order with
next-to-leading-log resummation (FONLL [7]). The production cross section of charmed hadrons at
Tevatron [8–10] and at the LHC [11–13], as well as the RHIC heavy-flavour decay lepton measurements
at
√
s = 200 GeV [14, 15], are also well reproduced within the uncertainties of the pQCD calculations.
However, the overall comparison suggests that the calculation, as obtained with its central parameters,
underestimates charm production. The measurement of charm production as a function of the centre-of-
mass energy therefore provides an interesting probe of pQCD. The relative abundances of open charmed
hadrons also test the statistical hadronization scenario [16] of charm quarks into hadrons, which then
should be independent of the collision system and energy. Finally, heavy quarks provide a unique probe
for studies of the properties of the QCD matter created in Pb–Pb collisions at unprecedented high ener-
gies at the LHC (see e.g. [17, 18]). Heavy-quark production rates in pp collisions provide the necessary
baseline for such studies and motivates the measurement reported in this paper.
We present the measurement of the production cross section of the prompt (B feed-down subtracted)
charmed mesons D0, D+, and D∗+, in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV in |y| < 0.5, reconstructed in the
range 2< pt < 12 GeV/c (1< pt < 12 GeV/c for the D
0) with the ALICE experiment [19]. The appara-
tus is described in section 2, along with the data sample used for the measurement. The D meson analysis
(reconstruction, signal extraction, corrections, systematic uncertainties) is presented in section 3. The pt-
differential cross sections are reported in section 4, and are compared to theoretical QCD calculations
and to the ALICE measurements at
√
s = 7 TeV [11] scaled to
√
s = 2.76 TeV by a pQCD-driven scal-
ing [20]. In section 5, the visible cross sections at
√
s = 2.76 TeV and
√
s = 7 TeV are extrapolated
to the full phase space to calculate the fraction of cd¯ D mesons produced in a vector state and the total
cc¯ production cross section at these two energies. The results are compared with existing measurements
and predictions.
2 Experimental apparatus and data sample
The D mesons are reconstructed in the central rapidity region using the central barrel detectors of the
ALICE experiment. In the following, the detectors utilized for the D meson analysis are discussed.
A detailed description of the ALICE apparatus is given in Ref. [19]. The central barrel detectors are
contained in a large solenoidal magnet, which provides a magnetic field of 0.5 T along the beam direction.
The closest detector to the beam axis (z) is the Inner Tracking System (ITS). It is made of six cylindrical
layers of silicon detectors with radii between 3.9 and 43.0 cm. The two innermost layers, with radii
3.9 cm (0.9 cm from the beam vacuum tube) and 7.6 cm, are equipped with Silicon Pixel Detectors
(SPD). The two intermediate layers (at radii of 15.0 and 23.9 cm) are made of Silicon Drift Detectors
(SDD). Finally the two outermost layers are equipped with Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD) and are located
at radii of 38.0 and 43.0 cm. The total material budget of the ITS is on average 7.7% of a radiation
length for charged particles crossing the ITS perpendicularly to the detector surfaces (η = 0) [19, 21].
The experiment’s low magnetic field allows to track low pt hadrons (about 80 MeV/c for pions). In the
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present analysis, the main role of the ITS was to resolve the topology of the hadronic decays of the D
mesons by identifying the secondary vertex of the decay. A particularity of the data sample collected in
pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV was that, in order to collect a higher statistics data sample, minimum-
bias events were triggered independently of the SDD read-out state. This resulted in a fraction of events
missing the SDD information. To have a homogeneously reconstructed sample of tracks, the SDD points
were always excluded from the track reconstruction used for this analysis.
The ITS is surrounded by a 510 cm long cylindrical Time Projection Chamber (TPC) that covers |η | <
0.9 [22]. It provides track reconstruction with up to 159 points along the trajectory of a charged particle,
as well as particle identification via specific energy deposit dE/dx. The Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detec-
tor, based on Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers (MRPCs), is positioned in the region between 377 to
399 cm from the beam axis and covers |η | < 0.9 and full azimuth. In this analysis, the TOF comple-
mented the hadron identification capability of the TPC, ensuring an efficient track by track kaon/pion
separation up to a momentum of about 1.5 GeV/c. With the present level of calibration, the intrinsic
timing resolution was better than 100 ps. The overall TOF resolution including the uncertainty on the
start time of the event, which is the time at which the collision took place, and the tracking and momen-
tum resolution contributions, was, on average, around 150 ps [23]. The event start time information was
provided by the T0 detector. It is formed by two arrays of 12 Cherenkov counters each, one located at
−3.28 < η < −2.97, at 72.7 cm from the interaction point (IP), and the other at 4.61 < η < 4.92, at
375 cm from the IP [19]. The event start time information was also estimated using the particle arrival
times at the TOF detector. This was particularly useful for the events in which the T0 signal was not
present. For the events where the number of tracks was not sufficient to apply this method, and, at the
same time, there was no information from the T0 detector, the bunch-crossing time from the LHC was
used as the event start time.
Minimum-bias collisions were triggered by requiring at least one hit in either of the VZERO scintillator
hodoscopes (one located at z = 328 cm covering 2.8 < η < 5.1, and the other at z = −86 cm covering
−3.7< η <−1.7) or in the SPD (|η |< 2), in coincidence with the arrival of proton bunches from both
sides of the interaction region. This trigger configuration was estimated to be sensitive to about 87%
of the pp inelastic cross section [24]. PYTHIA 6.4.21 [25] Monte Carlo simulations (with Perugia-0
tune [26]), using GEANT3 [28] and including the description of the detector geometry, material and
response, confirmed that this minimum-bias trigger is 100% efficient for D mesons with pt > 1 GeV/c
and |y|< 0.5. Contamination from beam-induced background interactions was rejected offline using the
timing information from the VZERO detector and the correlation between the number of hits and track
segments (tracklets) in the SPD detector. The probability of collision pile-up per triggered event was kept
below 2.5% by limiting the instantaneous luminosity in the ALICE experiment to 4.9× 1029 cm2s−1.
The pile-up events were tagged as those where two interaction vertices, separated by more than 8 mm,
and having at least 3 associated tracklets (hit pairs in the two layers of the SPD), were found. The
remaining pile-up events, less than four per mille, were negligible in the present analysis. The Gaussian
r.m.s. of the interaction region was measured to be σx ≈ σy ≈ 100 µm and σz ≈ 5.5 cm from the
distribution of the interaction vertices reconstructed with the charged particles tracked in the central
detectors. The resolution of the primary vertex position depends on the charged particle multiplicity
(dNch/dη). It ranges within 100 µm, for dNch/dη < 5, and 20 µm, for dNch/dη ∼ 30. Only events
with no pile-up and a reconstructed vertex within |z|< 10 cm from the centre of the detector were kept,
resulting in 58 M events analyzed, corresponding to an integrated luminosity Lint = 1.1 nb
−1. The
integrated luminosity was evaluated as Lint = Npp,MB/σpp,MB, where Npp,MB and σpp,MB are the number
and cross section of pp collisions passing the minimum-bias trigger condition. The value of σpp,MB =
54.8 mb was determined from the measurement of the pp collisions that gave signals in both sides of the
VZERO scintillator detector using a van der Meer scan (σpp,VZERO−AND) [24]. The normalization factor,
σpp,VZERO−AND/σpp,MB ≈ 0.87, was found to be stable within 1% in the data sample. The systematic
uncertainty of 1.9% was assigned upon considering the uncertainties on the beam intensities and on the
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analysis procedure.
3 D meson analysis
3.1 D meson reconstruction and selection
The study of charm production was performed by reconstructing D0, D+, and D∗+ charmed hadrons
via their hadronic decays D0 → K−pi+ (BR of 3.87± 0.05% [29]), D+ → K−pi+pi+ (BR of 9.13±
0.19% [29], including the resonant channels via a K∗0), and D∗+(2010)→ D0pi+ (BR of 67.7±0.5% [29])
with D0→K−pi+, and their charge conjugates. The decays of D0 and D+ are weak processes with mean
proper decay lengths cτ ≈ 123 and 312 µm. Their secondary decay vertices are then typically displaced
by a few hundred µm from the primary interaction vertex. The analysis strategy for the D0 and D+
was based on the reconstruction and selection of secondary vertex topologies with significant separation
from the primary vertex. The topological reconstruction of the decay allowed for an efficient rejection
of the combinatorial background from uncorrelated tracks. The identification of the charged kaon using
the TPC and the TOF detectors provided additional background rejection in the low-momentum region.
Finally, the signal was extracted by an invariant mass analysis of the candidate pairs and triplets. In the
D∗+ case, since the decay proceeds via the strong interaction, it is not possible to resolve the secondary
D∗+ vertex. The analysis exploited the topological selection criteria applied in the D0 meson analysis.
The D∗+ signal was observed calculating the invariant-mass difference ∆m = mD∗+ −mD0 between the
reconstructed D∗+ and the decay D0, as a narrow peak at ∆m ≈ 145.4 MeV/c2 close to the threshold
and thus in a rather low combinatorial background region. Furthermore, the resolution in ∆m is mostly
defined by the pion momentum resolution.
The procedure for the track reconstruction in the ALICE central detectors is explained in Ref. [19]. The
details concerning D meson decay tracks reconstruction are described in Ref. [11]. Secondary vertices of
D0 and D+ meson candidates were reconstructed, with the same algorithm used to compute the primary
vertex, from tracks having |η | < 0.8, pt > 0.3 GeV/c. Tracks were also required to have at least 70
space points (out of a maximum of 159) and χ2/ndf < 2 in the TPC, and at least one hit in either
of the two layers of the SPD. Only tracks compatible with a kaon or a pion were kept. The particle
identification criteria consisted in a 3σ compatibility cut between the measured and expected signals,
using the specific energy deposit and the time-of-flight from the TPC and TOF detectors, respectively.
This conservative strategy was aimed at keeping ∼ 100% of the signal (see Sec. 3.2). Exception was
done for D0 with pt < 2 GeV/c, where stricter requirements for the decay kaon identification in either the
TPC or the TOF detectors were considered. These requirements were dependent on the track momentum.
Tracks with no associated signal in the TOF detector were identified using only the TPC information.
Tracks with contradictory responses from the TPC and TOF detectors were considered as unidentified
and included in the analysis as compatible with both a pion and a kaon. The pions from the D∗+ candidate
decay were required to have a minimum transverse momentum of 100 MeV/c and a minimum of 3 (out
of 4) associated clusters in the ITS, in addition to the TPC quality criteria mentioned above. Particle
identification was not applied to pion tracks from the D∗+ candidate decay.
The topological selection criteria considered for the three mesons are described in the following. The
selection values are pt dependent and were adjusted to optimize the statistical significance of the signal,
while keeping the selection efficiency increasing with pt. For illustration, the selection values applied
for D0 and D+ mesons at low pt, and typical values for the D
∗+ selection, are explained in the next
paragraphs.
D0 mesons were reconstructed from combinations of two tracks with a minimum transverse momentum
of 0.4 GeV/c. The two tracks impact parameter (distance of closest approach of the track to the pri-
mary interaction vertex, d0) significance in the bending plane (rϕ) was of |d0|/σd0 > 0.5, and the two
track distance of their closest approach was smaller than 300 µm. Only the candidates associated with
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secondary vertices with a minimum displacement of 100 µm from the primary vertex were retained. In
addition, the cosine of the angle (θ∗) between the kaon momentum in the D0 rest frame and the D0 boost
direction was required to be |cosθ∗|< 0.8, the product of the D0 decay track impact parameters was set
to dpi0 × dK0 < −(250 µm)2, and the angle (θpointing) between the D0 reconstructed momentum and its
flight line (vector between the primary and secondary vertices) was constrained by cosθpointing > 0.8.
The D+ meson topological selection was similar to the one of the D0. This being a three body decay,
a looser cut on the pt of the decay tracks of 0.3 GeV/c was applied. The topological selection of the
candidates was tighter than for the D0 in order to deal with the large combinatorial background. The
main selection variables were: decay length larger than 800 µm, cosθpointing > 0.92 and the sum of the
square of the decay track impact parameters Σ d20 > (500µm)
2.
The D∗+ candidates were reconstructed by applying kinematical selections on the final decay products
and on the topology of the D0 decay. The D0 decay candidates were selected from pairs of tracks with
similar criteria to that applied for the D0 analysis and described above. The selection values vary in
the D∗+ candidates pt interval. In particular, the angle between the D0 reconstructed momentum and its
flight line was kept to cosθpointing > 0.9 for candidates with D
∗+ pt < 4 GeV/c while it was released to
0.7 for higher pt profiting from the low combinatorial background. A typical value of the product of the
track impact parameters was dpi0 ×dK0 < −(60 µm)2.
After the D0, D+, and D∗+ candidates were reconstructed with the above kinematical and topological
cuts and particle identification criteria, a fiducial acceptance cut |yD| < yfid(pt) was applied, with yfid
increasing with a polynomial form from 0.5 to 0.8 in 0 < pt < 5 GeV/c and yfid = 0.8 above 5 GeV/c.
The D0, D+, and D∗+ raw yields for particle plus anti-particle are summarized in Table 1 for each
pt interval. They were obtained by fitting the invariant-mass distribution with a Gaussian distribution
to describe the signal and an ad-hoc function for the background (see Fig. 1). For the D0 and D+, the
background was reproduced by an exponential function, while for D∗+ the convolution of the exponential
with a threshold function was used. The D meson peak width was measured to be 10–20 MeV/c2 for
D0 and D+, and 600–900 KeV/c2 for D∗+ mesons, increasing with transverse momentum. These widths
reflect the 1–2% momentum resolution for the decay tracks in the relevant pt range.
Table 1: Measured D0, D+, and D∗+ raw counts and their charge conjugates in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV
per pt interval with an integrated luminosity Lint = 1.1 nb
−1. The systematic uncertainty estimate is described in
section 3.2.
pt interval N
raw ± stat. ± syst.
(GeV/c) D0+D0 D++D− D∗++D∗−
1–2 48 ± 18 ± 7 – –
2–4 201 ± 32 ± 30 98 ± 24 ± 10 53 ±15 ± 7
4–6 116 ± 19 ± 17 123 ± 23 ± 12 50 ± 9 ± 6
6–8 74 ± 19 ± 11 62 ± 16 ± 6 30 ± 6 ± 2
8–12 38 ± 11 ± 6 30 ± 9 ± 5 23 ± 7 ± 2
3.2 Corrections and systematic uncertainties
The production cross sections of prompt charmed mesons were calculated as (e.g. for D+):
dσD
+
dpt
∣
∣∣
∣
∣
|y|<0.5
=
1
2
1
∆y∆pt
fprompt(pt) ·ND± raw(pt)
∣
∣
∣
|y|<yfid(pt)
(Acc× ε)prompt(pt) ·BR ·Lint . (1)
The raw yields, ND
± raw(pt), listed in Table 1, were corrected for the B feed-down contribution, fprompt(pt),
the fiducial acceptance, ∆y= 2yfid, and the experimental acceptance and reconstruction efficiency, (Acc×
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Figure 1: Invariant-mass spectrum of D0+D0 (left) and D++D− (centre) candidates, and invariant-mass differ-
ence, ∆m = mKpipi −mKpi , for D∗++D∗− candidates (right) in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
ε)prompt(pt) shown in Fig. 2. The rapidity acceptance correction, using the factor 2yfid, assumes that
the rapidity distribution of D mesons is uniform in the range |y| < yfid. This assumption was verified
using the PYTHIA 6.4.21 [25] event generator with Perugia-0 tune [26] and the FONLL pQCD calcula-
tion [7,27]. Both calculations generate a D meson yield that is uniform within 1% in the range |y|< 0.8.
The efficiencies were calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation using the PYTHIA 6.4.21 [25] event
generator with the Perugia-0 tune [26] and GEANT3 [28]. The LHC beam conditions and the apparatus
configuration (inactive channels, noise, calibration, alignment) were considered taking into account their
evolution with time. The acceptance correction was evaluated to account for the fiducial rapidity cut, yfid.
A fraction of the reconstructed D mesons comes from B meson decays. Since these are characterized
by a relatively long life time (B meson cτ ≈ 460–490 µm [29]), the decay tracks of D mesons from
B decays are further displaced from the primary vertex, and the selection criteria enhance their relative
contribution to the raw yields. Their contribution was evaluated using FONLL pQCD calculations [7,27]
of the beauty production cross section and the B→ D decay kinematics from the EvtGen package [30],
with the procedure described in Ref. [11], and was subtracted from the raw yields. The prompt fraction,
fprompt, ranges within 88% to 98% depending on the D meson and pt interval. These FONLL pQCD
calculations were chosen since they reproduce the Tevatron [2] and LHC [4, 5] measurements discussed
above. The corrected yields were then divided by a factor of two to obtain the averaged yield of the D
mesons and their charge conjugates. They were finally normalized by their decay branching ratio, BR,
and the sample integrated luminosity Lint = 1.1 nb
−1 [24].
The systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 2 for the lowest and highest pt interval for each
meson species. The systematic uncertainties from the yield extraction were determined, in each pt in-
terval, by studying the yield variation as obtained with a different background fit function (exponential,
polynomial, linear) and by counting the signal in the candidates invariant mass range (±3σ ) after sub-
tracting the background (evaluated by fitting the distribution side bands). The yield extraction systematic
uncertainties were set to one half of the full spread of the yield variation in each pt interval. The un-
certainty on the single track efficiency was evaluated to be 5% (per track), by taking into account the
influence of the track finding in the TPC, the prolongation from the TPC to ITS, and the track quality
criteria. This was estimated by comparing the relative variation of the efficiency in data and simulations
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Figure 2: Acceptance× efficiency×2yfid for D0 (left), D+ (centre) and D∗+ (left) as a function of pt, where 2yfid
is the fiducial acceptance (see text).
and by varying the track selection criteria. This track efficiency uncertainty results into an uncertainty of
10% for the two-body decay of D0 mesons and of 15% for the three-body decay of D+ and D∗+ mesons.
The influence of the analysis cuts amounts to about 15%, and accounts for possible discrepancies of the
D meson selection variables in data and simulations. The distributions of these variables in data, dom-
inated by background candidates, and in simulations were compared and found to be compatible. The
uncertainty was estimated by repeating the analysis with different sets of cuts and set to one half of the
spread of the corrected yields. The uncertainty associated to the particle identification (PID) selections
was studied by comparing the corrected invariant yields with and without PID. As the pt bins used in
this analysis are finite and the transverse momentum distribution of the candidates is steep, the Monte
Carlo pt shape could influence the acceptance and efficiency corrections per pt bin. These corrections
were computed with different pt shapes (PYTHIA, FONLL, flat pt) and their influence was found to be
3% for D meson with pt < 2 GeV/c, and of 1% for larger pt. The particle and anti-particle yields were
evaluated independently per pt bin and found to be in agreement within statistical uncertainties (of about
30% for the D0 analysis). The systematic uncertainty on the subtraction of the B feed-down contribu-
tion, explained in detail in Ref. [11], accounts for the full variation of this correction considering either
only the FONLL B feed-down prediction or the ratio of the prompt and B feed-down calculations, and
includes the uncertainties of the theoretical calculations. Finally, the uncertainties of the correction for
the D meson decay branching ratio (BR) and the luminosity (overall normalization) were evaluated as
described above, and are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of relative systematic uncertainties for given pt intervals for each meson species.
D0 D+ D∗+
pt interval (GeV/c) 1–2 2–4 8–12 2–4 8–12 2–4 8–12
Yield extraction 15% 15% 15% 10% 15% 14% 6%
Tracking efficiency 10% 15% 15%
Cut efficiency 20% 10% 15% 15% 15% 15% 10%
PID efficiency 15% 15% 5% 10% 5% 5% 5%
MC pt shape 3% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Feed-down from B +3−39%
+3
−17%
+3
−7%
+2
−12%
+4
−13%
+2
−10%
+3
−5%
Branching ratio 1.3% 2.1% 1.5%
Normalization 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
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4 D meson cross section at
√
s = 2.76 TeV
The prompt D0, D+, and D∗+ mesons pt-differential cross sections were derived from the raw yields as
described in section 3.2. The global systematic uncertainties were evaluated summing in quadrature the
various uncertainty sources explained in section 3.2, and reported in Table 2. The results are summarized
in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 3. The top panels of the figures present the measurement together with
the FONLL [7, 27] and the GM-VFNS [6, 31] theoretical predictions, while the bottom panels represent
the ratio of the measured cross section and the calculations. Both calculations use the CTEQ 6.6 parton
distribution functions (PDFs) [32], and vary the factorization and renormalization scales, µF and µR,
around their central values of µF = µR = mt in the ranges 0.5 < µF/mt < 2, 0.5 < µR/mt < 2, with the
constraint 0.5 < µF/µR < 2, where mt =
√
p2t +m
2
c. The FONLL calculation varies the charm quark
mass within 1.3 < mc < 1.7 GeV/c
2 while GM-VFNS assumes mc = 1.5 GeV/c
2. The FONLL and
GM-VFNS theoretical predictions are compatible with the measurements within the experimental and
theoretical uncertainties. Nevertheless, it can be noted that the central prediction of FONLL tends to
underestimate charm production whereas the central GM-VFNS calculation seems to overestimate it, as
seen in the lower panels of Fig. 3. This behaviour is in accordance with our results on the prompt D0,
D+, and D∗+ mesons pt-differential cross sections at
√
s = 7 TeV [11].
The visible cross sections of prompt D mesons (σDvis), i.e. the pt-integrated production cross sections in
the rapidity range |y|< 0.5, where the measurement was performed, are reported in Table 4 for both the
present result at
√
s = 2.76 TeV and for
√
s = 7 TeV [11].
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Figure 3: Top : pt-differential cross section for prompt D
0, D+, and D∗+ mesons in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV
compared with FONLL [7, 27] and GM-VFNS [6, 31] theoretical predictions. Bottom: the ratio of the measured
cross section and the central FONLL and GM-VFNS calculations.
The measurements in pp collisions
√
s = 2.76 TeV described here provide a baseline for the studies of
the QCD matter created in Pb–Pb collisions at the same centre-of-mass energy [33]. However, since the
statistics is limited and does not allow a comparison with the Pb–Pb measurements for every pt inter-
val, the reference used for comparisons of the Pb–Pb and pp yields was obtained from a pQCD–based
(FONLL) energy scaling of the 7 TeV pt-differential cross sections to 2.76 TeV [11, 20]. The scaling
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Table 3: Production cross section in |y| < 0.5 for prompt D0, D+, and D∗+ mesons in pp collisions at√
s = 2.76 TeV, in transverse momentum intervals. The branching ratio uncertainty and the uncertainty in the
normalization of 1.9% are not included in the systematic uncertainties reported in this table.
pt interval (GeV/c) dσ /dpt ± stat. ± syst. (µb / GeV/c)
D0 D+ D∗+
1–2 207 ± 84 +64−103 – –
2–4 44.1 ± 7.7 +11−14 18.0 ± 4.6 +4.6−5.1 23.2 ± 6.9 +6.0−6.5
4–6 8.4 ± 1.5 +2.2−2.3 3.82 ± 0.77 +0.92−0.97 4.90 ± 0.95 +1.22−1.26
6–8 1.75 ± 0.50 +0.42−0.43 0.93 ± 0.26 +0.25−0.26 1.00 ± 0.26 +0.20−0.20
8–12 0.44 ± 0.15 +0.11−0.11 0.27 ± 0.09 +0.06−0.07 0.22± 0.07 +0.04−0.04
factor was evaluated from the ratio of the theoretical cross sections at these energies and the uncertainties
were determined by the envelope of the scaling factors obtained by varying the calculation parameters
(mc, µF and µR) as described above. The 2.76 TeV pt-differential cross sections and the results of the
energy scaling are shown in Fig. 4, where the 7 TeV measurements were rebinned to match the 2.76 TeV
pt-binning. The agreement is remarkable in all pt bins. The results are compatible within statistical
uncertainties only, and their central values coincide within 5–10% in almost all pt bins, confirming the
stability and appropriateness of the energy scaling procedure.
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Figure 4: Top : pt-differential cross section for prompt D
0, D+, and D∗+ mesons in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV
compared with the scaling of the ALICE measurement at
√
s = 7 TeV. Bottom : Ratio of the
√
s = 2.76 TeV cross
section and the
√
s = 7 TeV measurement scaling, where the filled boxes represent the scaling uncertainties and
the empty boxes the measurement systematics.
5 Total charm cross section
The measured cross sections were extrapolated to the full phase space by scaling the measured cross
section by the ratio of the total cross section over the cross section in the experimentally covered phase
space calculated with the FONLL central parameters. Here the visible cross sections for pt > 1 GeV/c
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and |y|< 0.5 were considered for pp collisions at 7 and 2.76 TeV (see Table 4). Systematic uncertainties
of the calculation were estimated varying the renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF) scale variables,
and the charm quark mass (mc) as described in the previous section. Uncertainties in the parton distri-
bution functions were estimated using the CTEQ6.6 [32] PDF uncertainties eigenvectors and adding the
largest positive and negative variation in quadrature.
The total charm production cross section was estimated for each species of D meson separately by di-
viding the total D meson production cross section by the relative production yield for a charm quark
hadronizing to a particular species of D meson, that is the fragmentation fractions (FF) of 0.557±0.023
for D0, 0.226±0.010 for D+, and 0.238±0.007 for D∗+ [29]. The measured yields are consistent with
these ratios, as can be seen in Table 5. We then calculated the weighted average of the total charm
production cross section from the extrapolated values for D0, D+, and D∗+.
Table 4: Visible production cross sections of prompt D mesons, σDvis(|y| < 0.5) in pp collisions at
√
s = 2.76
and 7 TeV. The normalization systematic uncertainty of 1.9% (3.5%) at
√
s = 2.76 (7) TeV and the decay BR
uncertainties are not quoted here.
Meson
√
s (TeV) pt interval (GeV/c) σ
D
vis± stat. ± syst. (µb)
D0 2.76 1–12 317 ± 85 +72−120
D+ 2.76 2–12 47 ± 9 +10−12
D∗+ 2.76 2–12 59 ± 14 +13−14
D0 7 1–16 412 ± 33 +55−140
D+ 7 1–24 198 ± 24 +42−73
D∗+ 7 1–24 203 ± 23 +30−67
Table 5: Production cross sections dσD/dy (µb) of D mesons, integrated over all pt for |y|< 0.5.
Meson
√
s (TeV) dσD/dy stat. syst. lum. BR extr.
D0 2.76 428 ±115 +98−163 ±8 ±6 +151−20
D+ 2.76 127 ±26 +28−31 ±2 ±3 +38−23
D∗+ 2.76 148 ±35 +33−36 ±3 ±2 +42−23
D0 7 516 ±41 +69−175 ±18 ±7 +120−37
D+ 7 248 ±30 +52−92 ±9 ±5 +57−18
D∗+ 7 247 ±27 +36−81 ±9 ±4 +57−16
Table 6: Total production cross sections σDtot(mb) of D mesons, extrapolated to the full phase space.
Meson
√
s (TeV) σDtot stat. syst. lum. BR extr.
D0 2.76 3.13 ±0.84 +0.71−1.19 ±0.06 ±0.04 +2.02−0.14
D+ 2.76 0.93 ±0.19 +0.20−0.22 ±0.02 ±0.02 +0.41−0.09
D∗+ 2.76 1.08 ±0.25 +0.24−0.26 ±0.02 ±0.02 +0.51−0.10
D0 7 4.42 ± 0.35 +0.59−1.50 ± 0.15 ± 0.06 +2.59−0.19
D+ 7 2.12 ± 0.26 +0.45−0.78 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 +1.23−0.09
D∗+ 7 2.11 ± 0.24 +0.31−0.70 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 +1.24−0.08
The extrapolated cross sections for D mesons are given in Tables 5 and 6 with uncertainties resulting
from the yield extraction (stat.), the quadratic sum of the experimental uncertainty in D-meson recon-
struction and the uncertainty in subtracting the contribution of D mesons originating from beauty pro-
duction (syst.), a 1.9% (3.5%) uncertainty in the absolute luminosity (lum.) at 2.76 TeV (7 TeV), the
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uncertainty in the branching ratios (BR), and the uncertainty due to extrapolation to the full phase space
(extr.).
The ratio, Pv, of cd¯ D mesons produced in a vector state to those produced in a vector or a pseudoscalar
state was calculated by taking the ratio of σD
∗+
tot to the sum of σ
D∗+
tot and the part of σ
D+
tot not originating
from D∗+ decays,
Pv =
σtot(D
∗+)
σtot(D∗+)+σtot(D+)−σtot(D∗+) · (1−BRD∗+→D0pi+)
=
σtot(D
∗+)
σtot(D+)+σtot(D∗+) ·BRD∗+→D0pi+
.
(2)
The obtained values are:
Pv(2.76 TeV) = 0.65±0.10(stat.) ±0.08(syst.) ±0.010(BR)+0.011−0.004(extr.) ,
Pv(7 TeV) = 0.59±0.06(stat.) ±0.08(syst.) ±0.010(BR)+0.005−0.003(extr.) ,
where uncertainties due to the extrapolation into the full phase space and branching ratios are negligible.
The values are compatible with the results from other experiments at different collision energies and for
different colliding systems [8, 11, 12, 34–37], as shown in Fig. 5 (left)1. The weighted average of the
experimental measurements reported in Ref. [38], with average 0.594±0.010, and of the LHC data [11,
12] shown in Fig. 5 is P
average
v = 0.60±0.01 which is represented by a solid yellow vertical band in the
figure.
The expectation from naı¨ve spin counting amounts to P
Spincounting
v = 3/(3+ 1) = 0.75, showing a devi-
ation from the data. The argument of naı¨ve spin counting originates from heavy-quark effective theory
assuming large enough heavy-quark masses, leading to a negligible effect due to the mass difference
between D∗+ and D+. In the PYTHIA 6.4.21 [25] event generator the value for Pv is set by an input
parameter (PARJ(13)) with a default value of P
Pythia
v = 0.75. We note, that there is only one parameter
defining the probability that a charm or heavier meson has spin 1. Calculations combining the Lund sym-
metric fragmentation function with exact Clebsch-Gordan coefficient coupling from the virtual quark–
antiquark pair to the final hadron state functions predicts P
Lundfrag
v ≈ 0.63 [39] in good agreement with
data. We note that in this model, due to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient coupling, spin counting is au-
tomatic while differences in the hadron mass are taken into account in the fragmentation function by an
exponential term. On the other hand, in the Statistical Model [16,17], the ratio of the total yields of the di-
rectly formed charmed mesons D∗+ to D+, which have identical valence quark content, is expected to be
3 ·(mD∗+/mD+)2 ·exp(−(mD∗+−mD+)/T )≈ 1.4 for a temperature parameter of T = 164 MeV, where the
factor of three comes from spin counting. We calculate PStat.Modelv ≈ 0.58±0.13 for T = 164±10 MeV.
Other implementations of the statistical model [40, 41] predict similar values of Pv, ranging between
0.55 and 0.64. These Pv results are thus well described assuming either statistical hadronization of
charm [16, 17] or calculations considering the Lund symmetric fragmentation function [39].
The weighted average of the total charm production cross section was calculated from the sum of the
total production cross section for D0 and D+ divided by the sum of their fragmentation ratios and the
total production cross section for D∗+ divided by its fragmentation ratio using the inverse of the squared
statistical uncertainties as weights. The results are:
σ totcc¯ (2.76 TeV) = 4.8±0.8(stat.)+1.0−1.3 (syst.) ±0.06(BR) ±0.1(FF.) ±0.1(lum.)+2.6−0.4 (extr.) mb ,
σ totcc¯ (7 TeV) = 8.5±0.5(stat.)+1.0−2.4 (syst.) ±0.1(BR) ±0.2(FF.) ±0.3(lum.)+5.0−0.4 (extr.) mb .
The dependence of the total nucleon–nucleon charm production cross section [12,13,42–44] on the col-
lision energy is shown in Fig. 5 (right). The uncertainty boxes around the ATLAS [12] and ALICE [11]
1 The Pv value of Ref. [34] was corrected by the BR of Ref. [29] in Ref. [38].
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Figure 5: Left: The fraction Pv of cd¯ D mesons created in a vector state to vector and pseudoscalar prompt
D mesons [8, 11, 12, 34–37]. The weighted average of the experimental measurements reported in Ref. [38] and
of the LHC data [11, 12] shown in the figure is Pv = 0.60± 0.01, and is represented by a solid yellow vertical
band. Right: Energy dependence of the total nucleon–nucleon charm production cross section [12, 13, 42–44]. In
case of proton–nucleus (pA) or deuteron–nucleus (dA) collisions, the measured cross sections have been scaled
down by the number of binary nucleon–nucleon collisions calculated in a Glauber model of the proton–nucleus
or deuteron–nucleus collision geometry. The NLO MNR calculation [45] (and its uncertainties) is represented by
solid (dashed) lines.
points denote the extrapolation uncertainties alone, whilst the uncertainty bars are the overall uncertain-
ties. Note that in case of proton–nucleus (pA) or deuteron–nucleus (dA) collisions, the measured cross
sections have been scaled down by the number of binary nucleon–nucleon collisions calculated in a
Glauber model of the proton–nucleus or the deuteron–nucleus collision geometry. At
√
s = 7 TeV, our
result and preliminary measurements by the ATLAS [12] and the LHCb Collaboration [13] are in fair
agreement. The curves show the calculations at next-to-leading-order within the MNR framework [45]
together with its uncertainties using the same parameters (and parameter uncertainties) mentioned before
for FONLL. The dependence on the collision energy is described by pQCD calculations. We observe
that all data points populate the upper band of the theoretical prediction.
6 Summary
The measurement of the production of D mesons at mid-rapidity, |y| < 0.5, in pp collisions at √s =
2.76 TeV from the hadronic decay channels D0→ K−pi+, D+→K−pi+pi+, and D∗+→D0pi+, and their
charge conjugates, has been reported. The transverse momentum distributions are in agreement with
pQCD calculations, even though the central prediction of FONLL [7, 27] (GM-VFNS [6, 31]) seems to
underestimate (overestimate) charm production. The pt-differential cross sections are also in agreement
with a rescaled reference computed from the cross section measured at a higher collision energy
√
s =
7 TeV with high statistics. The rescaling to the lower collision energy [20] was performed by applying
the collision energy dependence as computed by FONLL calculations. These two measurements, taken
together, validate the
√
s–scaling procedure and provide a reference for studying the QCD matter effects
on charm quark production in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV [33]. An extrapolation to the full
phase space using the shape of the distributions from FONLL yields the total production cross section of
cc¯ pairs at LHC energies. The dependence on the collision energy is described by the pQCD expectations.
The fraction of cd¯ D mesons produced in a vector state is compatible with values from lower energies
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and different colliding systems.
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